BENTLEY INTRODUCES ARCADE LEGEND™
Debuts Fast Track Quick-Ship Program with Product

LOS ANGELES, Calif. (March 31, 2014) – Bentley, California’s leading commercial
carpet manufacturer, has launched Arcade Legend™, a bold, graphic pattern
reminiscent of the linear graphics in some of the world’s most popular video games
of the 1970s and 80s.
A fist full of quarters and it’s on like Kong! Shoot the bad guys, collect the coins,
save the princess, and reach hero status. Any small-town somebody can be an
Arcade Legend™—no high technology required.
The first collection offered through Bentley’s new Fast Track quick-ship program,
Arcade Legend delivers a mix of 12 colorways with graphic style in 10 days for the
quick win.
This program is designed for maximum flexibility and expedited delivery to the
customer. Arcade Legend’s full color line is available in 18”x36” and 24”x24”
NexStep® Cushion Tile and AFIRMA™ Hardback Tile. Orders of 1500 yards or
less will be ready to ship within 10 business days of order. Manufactured with

Antron® Lumena™ Type 6,6 Nylon, Arcade Legend is a solution dye product
offered in12 colorways.
For orders exceeding 1500 yards, please contact Customer Care at 800.423.4709
for availability. Arcade Legend is Cradle to Cradle, NSF® 140, and CRI Green
Label Plus certified. The product is proudly produced in the industry’s only LEED®EBOM Gold-certified manufacturing facility.
About Bentley
Defining style, color, quality, and service for more than 30 years, Bentley Mills, Inc.
manufactures and markets award-winning broadloom, carpet tile, and area rug
products for all commercial interiors across the globe. Bentley is recognized for
leadership in product design, style, and customer service. Bentley is committed to
sustainable commerce, and, as the largest commercial carpet manufacturer in
California, the company operates in a LEED®-EBOM Gold carpet mill. For more
information, contact Bentley at 800.423.4709 or visit us at bentleymills.com.
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